High-Impact Design

Styles may differ, but the goal is the same: livability and visual punch.
1. **Reflected Glory**
Pale greens, pinks, and antique golds lend the Cannaregio mirror a subtle opulence perfect for traditional or contemporary surroundings. | Decorative Crafts, Greenwich, decorativecrafts.com

2. **Floral Fancy**
Each glass shade on the Blossom ring chandelier from Hammerton Studio is a one-of-a-kind artisanal creation. Taken together, they are a showstopper. | Your Lighting Source, West Haven, yourlightingsource.com

3. **The Royal Treatment**
Looking for a touch of imperial luxe in your life? The Josephine daybed, designed by Lillian August for Hickory White, may be just the thing. | Lillian August, Greenwich, Norwalk, and Stamford, lillianaugust.com

4. **Pillow Talk**
The graphic brushstrokes embellishing Kerri Rosenthal’s Ligne pillows are modeled after an original painting she did for a client’s home. | Kerri Rosenthal, Westport, kerrirosenthal.com

5. **The Art of the Everyday**
This luminous hexagon of clear and sapphire-tinted acrylic: sculpture or storage box? Your call. . . . | Kirby and Company, Darien, kirbyandcompany.com

6. **Pattern Play**
A table in a Paris shop window inspired this blackened zinc and light oak beauty. | R.T. Facts, Kent, rtfacts.com
1. Rock Your World
Perhaps the most elegant imaginable riff on waterworn pebbles, Spindrift marble tiles from Island Stone will turn your floor into a streambed of delight. | Tile America, various locations, tileamerica.com

2. Flower Power
This spring, Schumacher brings back the joyful designs of artist Vera Neumann—such as Wild Poppies, shown here—in a selection of fabrics, wallpapers, and pillows. | DesignSourceCT, Hartford, designsourcect.com

3. Retro Chic
Newly replated in polished brass, this circa-1960 torchiere may be slight in silhouette, but it's definitely substantial in impact. | Montage, Bridgeport, montagemodern.com

4. Get a Grip
Nest Studio's Organic Series cabinet hardware recalls the see-through voids and undulating curves of English sculptor Henry Moore. | Schwartz Design Showroom, Stamford, schwartzdesignshowroom.com

5. Modern Love
For her Sommer collection of outdoor furniture, designer Chris Liljenberg Halstrøm married the textured look of paper-cord weaving to a sleek aluminum frame. | Design Within Reach, Stamford and Westport, dwr.com

6. Bottle It Up
These handsome bottles are hand-blown in Tunisia from recycled glass. | Plain Goods, New Preston, plain-goods.com